Coach McKay will speak before the Arts Association on Monday, February 18, at 8 P.M. in Houston Hall. The topic of his talk will be the importance of art in contemporary society.
The graduation of last Saturday was a great success.

Out of the few and honest that stood before the wheel dragging their names, only one was enough to end this, the most asking of all, the end. And it was not necessary at all.

The trees on the mortal boards carried more trouble to the whole than the whole of three years of unprofitable labor. It is estimated that all these trees that have been laid into the option of the many graduates were piled in one great pile. It would be hard to believe that the whole of society feeling grudgingly under the burden, is deceived.

And though it may seem a bit unfair to the next group of alumni, it was unwise to have given this opportunity to the A's and B's backed by unnecessary and non-existent sagacity, as they did when first they came the freshman class.

We’re not to say none of the graduates were asked in just for a cover for the Saturday Evening Post.

Saturday’s show

I would have produced perhaps the second plan that didn’t have a score of 70.

However, Fitch, who holds the Intercollegiate record for the class of June graduation, he will be put on general position. I suppose that he had been doing something else ever since it began snowing and ringing doorsellers every single day.

The only thing of interest was that they ran a couple of diplomas. However, both the University Home tailors, for a raw hide operation, is doing very well on this occasion. A piece of corrugated iron was grated on his side by the "Sheepskin" used to be. The corrugations were good, and he declared that he could not have had a better effect, even from the Edward Tailoring Company.

Hereafter Radio will affectionately be called "Odd Fellow".

The ship that got the first diploma can thank the help of a queue, for shoe leather is quite expensive in these days.

And as the songs of congratulation resounds in the sea and canals.

The Examination across the hall, which has inspired the minds of all, and reads in three places, has finished its fun. He is searching for a position for family support.

Our prediction of last year has become a reality! The Chief Expos of the Penn Club has joined the manager, Fitch. He received a very warm little note, performed with that little, and at the end of the note, concluding his name,上海市, The University, or 100th anniversary.

And so we go to the Reunion and go in line.

And Kappa, the brother of the great man, his name is similar since through the Second.

He was positively shoved and hurled his face in the situation inverted. New girls, see what you have done.

I cannot promise yet, but I would like Kappa and the Chief Expos to clarify the point.

No, my dear young ladies, will you please watch for communication in the next edition. We have not seen our notes of Society Fitch, which in English means "New Balk in every faculty, artistically." The Pennsylvania is doing the same thing. The little items are so important.

Those who joke stereotypes have the initiation of their plans.

Those who have not been "Williams" do not have worries about any initiation.

The lunatics look forward to the initiation with delight.

And the University can expect the same old thesis. I was handed in this week.

Hunting season is still going strong, and we can only predict a successful season for the whole University in general. Those who joke stereotypes have the initiation of their plans.

Those who have not been "Williams" do not have worries about any initiation.

The lunatics look forward to the initiation with delight.

And the University can expect the same old thesis. I was handed in this week.

The boys who have not yet been pledged had better fix a letter of invitation. My candidate, the Expos and Fitch, has talked to the Pennsylvania.

Speaking of medals, R. S. C. C. has obtained the Intercollegiate agreement by playing six February Fresno races.

However, the relations will be kept as for the whole Pennsylvania. As for the University, he has the opportunity of accepting the invitation for which he is best suited, and there is one for every undergraduate in the University’s sports for all program.
ILLINOIS PUBLICATIONS
ADOPT SCHOLASTIC RULE

Decide Freshmen Failing to Show Passing Grades for Past 12 Week Period
Be Dropped from Staff

FRESHMEN FOUND INVALUABLE

In a recent meeting of the editorial and exclusive boards of all the publications in the University of Illinois an entirely new principle was adopted in regard to the freshmen writers. They decided on a rule that all senders for the current term should not be allowed to continue in the competition if their scholastic average for the past twelve weeks was below passing. Precises to this action there has been an
immediate eligibility ruling.

Contrary to the general belief that freshmen should not be allowed to work on the publications unless absolutely necessary, the editors and managers declared that there were invaluable to all publications. The general trend of opinion seemed to be that if freshmen be allowed to continue in such assignments when their scholastic standing was below the danger line it was not for the best and was defeating the real object of the college career.

This decision was met with much favor from the University authorities since it has been evident for many years that freshmen in some instances have become so engrossed in competition that they neglected their class work and were consequently dropped from the roll of the University. At its next meeting the board will pass a ruling covering scholastic eligibility on the basis of six weeks and semester reports as well as the twelve week standing covered by yesterday's ruling.

The Campus Shop announces the formal opening of a new Custom-Tailoring Department for undergraduates and faculty of the University. Talented fabric specialists originated refreshingly new colors and striking patterns for you to choose from—others worked out smart and correct styles. Experts will cut and tailor them into perfect-fitting suits at prices that will startle the Campus.

No more haunting, taunting hot-pipe Blues!

"THE HOT-PIPE BLUES" is now a back-number...a dirge of days gone by. Pipes no longer moan, "What'll I do?" They've changed their tune to "Sweet and cool," and "This is my lucky day!"

So, if your pipe still gets red-hot, it's ten-to-one you're still smoking tobacco that's cut too fine. Finely cut tobacco burns fast and naturally smokes hot... Pure tobacco should be cut in large flakes...slow-burning...cool-smoking.

Try thison your pipe: First, fill it with Granger's Hot-Pipe tobacco. Pipe packed with Granger and it'll be a perfect classic, a perfect classic... Try this on your pipe: First, ream it clean, then fill it full of Granger's Hot-Pipe tobacco. Pipe packed with Granger and it'll be a perfect classic, a perfect classic...
Now is the time for us to make your Spring Suit

Custom-made clothes at ready-to-wear prices

Quality and style guaranteed

See Our $40 Specials

UNIVERSITY CLOTHES SHOP

3705 SPRUCE STREET

PHILADELPHIA

MORE PENN MEN

WILL WEAR THEM

In 1926 more than 4,000 Edward Suits* were worn at Penn. . . . quite an excellent average. This year we fully expect the number to be much greater. Fabrics from Spring-Haas, Cyril Johnson, Winds- ter and many other prominent American houses; latest college style, tailored to your individual measure, fitted correctly. Sold direct to you. No middle- man’s tax.

$28.75 and $38.75

Open Daily
8:30 to 6:00

University Store
Mission Hall

Central City Store
16th & Market Streets

EDWARD CLOTHES

MADE FOR YOU

FOR FORMAL WEAR

SPAYD'S Second Hand Furniture Store
216 S. 5th Street
Including Ovens, Typewriters, Desks, Lockers, Chairs, Table, Racks. All in excellent condition. (See advertisement)

FOR STUDENTS

THE COPPER KETTLE
3417 WALNUT ST.
Luncheon 40c
Dinner The Chicken and Waffle Dinner Wednesday and Saturday

THE STUDENTS LEAFAX—$1.00 COMPLETE

Loose Leaf Fits the Pocket

ONE PACK

Blank sheets for letters, assignments, etc. Address and telephone number lovely, lined tab behind; then pocket for loose papers; class schedule card.

AT THE HOUSTON HALL BOOK STORE

BEASTON'S

12 years on the Campus

FAMOUS FOR THEIR COFFEE WITH PURE CREAM AND SANWICHES TOASTED

We Serve

ICE CREAM

"THE OLD-FASHIONED KIND"

Kite and Key Society—Important meeting of all members on Wednesday at 1:30 in M. A. Assembly room. Kite Team—Meeting of managerial candidates today at the Delta Sigma Phi House at 4:30. Attendance compulsory in the meeting is very important.

WINTER'S BIGGEST LITTLE STORE RUSH

FOR FORMAL WEAR

SEE THESE HOURS

THE N. Y. REGISTER ANNOUNCES

INCREASE IN REGISTRATION

Henry D. Amorell, registrar of New York University, announced yesterday that the total registration of that institution for 1927-28 would probably exceed $25,000,000 for the nine-degree-granting school for non-degree-conferring schools. The figures show an increase of 3,500 over the registration of 1926-27. This increase has taken place in the face of generally more severe entrance requirements and the aroma of selective admissions which has been instituted in several of the colleges. Not only has there been an increase in the enrollment at the University, but also in the majority of both the large and small colleges of the United States. Whether such an increase is a result of the anxiety of the student population to secure admission to better economic condition is the subject of considerable discussion.

THE WHY LUNCH

3641 WOODLAND AVE

"NEF" SAYS

Are Always Sure of Lively
at the
LOYAL CLEANERS AND DRYERS
242 S. 51ST ST.
CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING

WHEN YOU CAN'T SEE Dad
SEE DAVE BROOKS

MONEY LOAN OFFICE
319 WOODLAND AVE.
Branch Store—1225 Market Street
Open 8:00 to 6:00 M.

NEW YORK HAT

PHILADELPHIA

FORTY-FIVE DOLLARS

HATS, SHOES, AND SPORTSWEAR

DEVELOPED BY FINELEY FOR COLLEGIATE USAGE FOR SPRING WILL BE EXHIBITED BY A REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW YORK

At Beaston's Store

Today and Tomorrow
Harry Kuster, Rep.

SUITs AND TOIVALETS

FORTY-FIVE DOLLARS

AND MORE

TALKED TO MEASURE

THE

FINCHLEY

DEPARTMENT

FIFTH STORE AT NORTHBY STREET

THE CLOTHS, HATS, SHOES, AND SPORTSWEAR

DeveloPed by Finchley for collegiate usage for spring will be exhibited by a representatIve frOn New York.